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CHAIR’S MESSAGE 
 

This past year has been exceptional in many ways at Bay of Quinte Tourism. There is a real 

sense that our organization is gaining momentum, and is being understood for what it 

does best, community building. 

I am continually amazed and inspired working alongside our team of storytellers. The idea 

of working from a position of inspiration versus desperation has been my path this past 

year. George Lucas, the famous screenwriter says it best, storytelling is about two things; 

it's about character and plot.  The Bay of Quinte Region enjoys both. The characters are the 

incredible stakeholders in our community who invest and define their unique space and 

attract visitors, which we all share. The plot is the natural backdrop we collectively 

celebrate. Every season brings about a new narrative, which engages and attracts new 

explorers seeking to connect with our experience. 

Working as a collective of passionate community leaders, building our brand and projecting 

our voice, is no different than a family gathering to enjoy a delicious meal. Good dialogue 

makes everyone feel connected and valued. The idea of our regional approach to attract 

visitors and residents realizes best results when we have strong communication, which is 

inclusive and collaborative. Like any partnership perfecting our messaging is always a work 

in progress. However with all the goodwill positioned at our table, our potential is 

unlimited. 

I would like to thank Jeremiah, Dug and Laura for their creativity in painting a canvas called 

the Bay of Quinte Region, which is viewed with pride, making our place the envy of the 

Province. Their speak is contagious…Defining the spaces, the places and faces now rattles, 

as I take inventory of the opportunity developing in our Region. 

Finally, I wish to extend my special thanks to each of our Regional partners. The Bay of 

Quinte Tourism model is valuable community resource. It continues to win with your 

thoughtful input and guidance and financial support. 

 

Richard Courneyea 

Chair 

Bay of Quinte Tourist Council 
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BQTC MISSION & VISION 
 
 

Mission Statement 

A regional partnership of chambers of commerce, municipalities and 

communities, organizations and businesses, with the common goal of 

supporting and promoting tourism to the Bay of Quinte Region to 

increase regional visitation, revenues and investment. 

 

 

Vision Statement 

Recognized as a destination of choice offering visitors a premier 

experience in: food and drink, golf, fishing, arts, culture, heritage, 

sports, water based activities and outdoor recreation. 

 

 

Value Statement 

BQTC will market the Bay of Quinte Region as per its five-year 

marketing strategy and approved business plan. The organization and 

its work product is to the benefit of the paying partners and emphasis 

will be placed on promotion of the tourism assets and businesses 

located in the municipalities that provide funding to the organization. 

Secondary focus may be given to the tourism assets from surrounding 

communities as needed to round out the tourism experiences being 

offered.
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THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS – BAY OF QUINTE TOURIST COUNCIL 
 

2015-16 Bay of Quinte BOD Representation Seats 

Belleville Chamber of Commerce Richard Courneyea 1 

QRA John Alexiou 1 

PEC Chamber of Commerce Gil Leclerc 1 

Quinte West Chamber of Commerce Suzanne Andrews 1 

QAAP Ryan Williams 1 

The City of Belleville (2) Garnett Thompson, Kelly McCaw 2 

The City of Quinte West (2) Allan DeWitt, Michael 

Kotsovos 

2 

South Hastings County Jo-Anne Albert 1 

The Mohawks of the Bay of Quinte Daniel Brant 1 

    

TOTAL SEATS 11 

 

2016-17 Bay of Quinte BOD Representation Seats 

Belleville Chamber of Commerce Richard Courneyea 1 

QRA John Alexiou 1 

Quinte West Chamber of Commerce Suzanne Andrews 1 

QAAP Ryan Williams 1 

The City of Belleville (2) Garnet Thompson, Kelly McCaw 2 

The City of Quinte West (2) Allan DeWitt, Michael 

Kotsovos 

2 

South Hastings County Jo-Anne Albert 1 

The Mohawks of the Bay of Quinte Daniel Brant 1 

    

TOTAL SEATS 10 
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IN REVIEW/LOOKING AHEAD 

Isn’t it time? 

A relatively unassuming question in many respects, but when a simple message is 

delivered in a meaningful way, the results are anything but modest. The Bay of Quinte 

Tourist Council continues to key in on the simplicity of the assets that make the brand so 

unique and compelling: the water’s edge, the rural backdrop and the authentic culinary 

experiences that are being discovered in the region form a powerful narrative.  The 

diversity of experiences and prime location of the region have helped in drawing millions of 

visitors to our pastoral shores. We are veterans of welcoming wearied travelers. The 

natural composition of the region is like none other; we are surrounded by the pristine 

beauty of the lake and beaches, endless bucolic country roads dotted with artisans, 

vineyards, craft brewers and farm stands, a thriving arts & culture scene etched into 

historic and vibrant downtowns. The region comes by its pride honestly and the Bay of 

Quinte Tourist Council is committed to preserving and promoting our rich heritage.  

 

The competitive landscape continues to change, and we must work in concert with each 

other as we develop and refine the marketing strategies, tactics and channels that deliver 

the brand’s message. The organization is forward thinking in its approach and the 

collaborative framework sets us apart from our competition. As a collective we focus in on 

our shared experiences and ensure that our actions are goal-driven.  

 

I take pride in acknowledging that we have ushered in a great deal of meaningful change 

and delivered significant results in a very short period of time. We are setting goals, and 

striving to reach well beyond the complacency of our grasp. We continue to strengthen the 

working relationships with our partner municipalities as the full staff complement develops 

the marketing campaigns that equate to confidence in our shared direction. A direction 

that is earning results. In fiscal year 2015-16, our combined efforts and shared dollars 

resulted in an estimated value of 262% return on investment for the region. 

 

Sometimes, we find ourselves caught up in the processes and lose sight of the victories. We 

need to harness this momentum and establish a clear vision on what is best for us as a 

destination and a collection of communities. We are a friendly and hardworking region, and 

the Bay of Quinte provides the perfect backdrop for all of us to reflect on what has been 

accomplished and why we should all be very proud. It’s time. 

 

 

Jeremiah J. MacKenzie 

Executive Director 

Bay of Quinte Tourist Council 
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SUCCESSES 

The Bay of Quinte Tourism and Living Councils form a partnership that is unique and 

innovative to North America. Simply put, the end goal is growth through economic 

development. It is through our shared brand, dollars, and efforts that we have successfully 

introduced an experience based marketing campaign which drives regional economic 

development. This collaborative framework allows us to market the Bay of Quinte region as 

a premiere destination to live, work and play. The public-private-partnership enables the 

municipalities, organizations, and stakeholders within the region to leverage a much 

stronger marketing presence, showcasing the sum of all our shared experiences versus 

each municipality being marketed in isolation against our competition.   

The shared marketing channels, campaigns, and projects that the Bay of Quinte Tourist 

and Living Councils developed and implemented in fiscal year 2015-16 were focused on 

building equity in the brand and engagement with consumers. The advantages to the 

regional approach are significant. Today we can say with a great deal of confidence and 

pride that the Bay of Quinte brand is connecting and engaging with more consumers than 

ever before, and to that end, the Bay of Quinte brand’s digital following is second only to 

Ottawa in South Eastern Ontario when it comes to tourism and destination marketing. The 

Bay of Quinte Tourist Council is being recognized by government and industry as an 

organization that represents best practices and innovation. Most recently we have made 

strategic in-roads with both the Federal and Provincial ministries that deliver the tourism 

product. To that point, the Bay of Quinte Tourist Council will host the Federal Minister of 

Small Business & Tourism, the Honourable Bardish Chagger, in spring 2016. The Bay of 

Quinte region is being recognized as a destination of choice.  

CHALLENGES 
 

To this point in time the biggest challenges Bay of Quinte Tourist Council has faced are as 

follows: 

1. Collaboration: securing total representation of the Bay of Quinte region. 

2. Communication: a clear and comprehensive understanding of Bay of Quinte 

Tourist Council’s mandate.  

3. Continuity: working within a fragmented structure when it comes to the various 

levels of government and the delivery of the tourism product. 

4. Dependence: our reliance on municipal government, partner organizations (Bay 

of Quinte Living Council, Quinte Accommodations & Attractions Association, 

Quinte Restaurant Association) and private sector stakeholders that share a 

common goal and vision.  

5. Data: our ability to capture relevant and timely data. 
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BUSINESS PLAN OBJECTIVES 2016-17 

 
1. Continuation of the five-year marketing strategy started in January 2015. 

Emphasis will be placed on increasing brand awareness, share of voice with 

consumers and communicating our success with funding partners. 

2. Continued development of the Bay of Quinte region’s sport, event, and travel 

trade based tourism offerings. 

3. Clearly defining the organization’s mandate while working with our funding 

partners on establishing shared goals. 

4. Developing and delivering meaningful opportunities for tourism stakeholders 

throughout the region.  

 

SUCCESS IN 2016-17 

 
1. Increasing consumer traffic and engagement with all of our marketing touch 

points. 

2. Implementation of the online sports & events five-year planning calendar and 

facilities database. 

3. Maintaining a return on investment that exceeds the expectations of funding 

partners. 

4. Growth within our region through new public and private partnerships. 

   

THE FOUR STRATEGIC PRIORITIES 

 
Action Item 1: Tourism Promotion and Marketing 

STRATEGIC PRIORITY GOAL STATEMENT: The Bay of Quinte Tourist Council will continue to 

promote visitation to the Bay of Quinte region, by highlighting unique year-round 

experiences through its faces, places and spaces. 

AREAS OF FOCUS 

 Multi-year marketing plan  

 6 brand pillars:  

 culture & heritage sport & adventure  food & drink 

 the great outdoors arts & entertainment  shop & stay 

 Leverage the Bay of Quinte brand platform across the work-live-play spectrum. 
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Action Item 2: Sports, Events, and Travel Trade Tourism 

STRATEGIC PRIORITY GOAL STATEMENT: The Bay of Quinte Tourist Council will continue to 

promote the Bay of Quinte region as a destination of choice for sports, events and travel 

trade that will draw visitors and create economic activity.  BQTC will work in collaboration 

with the appropriate partners to actively pursue sports and events for the region. BQTC will 

act in a supportive role in sports, events and travel trade planning and marketing with the 

host organization. 

AREAS OF FOCUS  

 Strategy for sport & event bids 

 Site visits 

 Developing relationships with Local, Provincial, National and International Sport 

Associations 

 Marketing, support, planning, and coordination 

Action Item 3: Partnerships and Organizational Development  

STRATEGIC PRIORITY GOAL STATEMENT: The Bay of Quinte Tourist Council will be the 

leading agency in the Bay of Quinte region that provides a structure for partnering 

municipalities and supporting organizations to cooperate and combine resources to be 

leveraged and deliver cost efficient and effective tourism promotion activities. 

AREAS OF FOCUS  

 Governance 

 Finance 

 Partnerships 

 Communication 

 Strategic Plan 

Action Item 4: Tourism Operators/Care   

STRATEGIC PRIORITY GOAL STATEMENT: The Bay of Quinte Tourist Council will take an 

active role in supporting and encouraging the tourism operations in the partnering 

municipalities by providing a forum for tourism operators to network and share 

information, access training opportunities, and communicate on a regular basis.  BQTC will 

create new advertising and marketing opportunities; inform operators and encourage their 

participation, in addition to coordinating the scheduling of events. 
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AREAS OF FOCUS  

 Engagement / Recruitment 

 Networking 

 Communication 

 Education / Training 

 Retention 

TOURISM PROMOTION & MARKETING 

Overview 

The Bay of Quinte Tourist Council and Bay of Quinte Living Council launched a joint 

marketing plan in early 2015 to great success. The 2016-17 marketing plan serves as a 

continuation of the efforts to date, and remains focused on the core insights as defined in 

the five-year marketing strategy completed by Engagers (agency of record) for the Bay of 

Quinte region. The core insights of the five-year plan are as follows: 
 

 Background 

 Competitors 

 Target Audience 

 Goals 

 Strategy & Channels 
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The first year of the marketing plan launched the Bay of Quinte brand in key markets with a 

focus on target demographics and an integrated marketing mix. 

The 2016-17 marketing plan continues to leverage an integrated Paid-Owned-Earned 

strategy that develops and deploys branded content through TV, radio, out-of-home, print, 

digital, social, experiential and earned media to ensure that our reach and frequency 

creates the greatest possible impact with the consumer. Strategic spot buys on high-yield 

TV/digital networks are supported by “owned” native website and social media content, and 

enhanced by our efforts to secure earned media, resulting in significant brand awareness. 

This integrated approach has earned substantial engagement rates with consumers, which 

then can be channelled to call-to-action campaigns through a series of experience based 

packages. These campaigns will create opportunities for consumers to engage in the core 

drivers of the brand (rural, water, culinary) through the experiences found in the Bay of 

Quinte region. These elements are coordinated to operate together to engage, entertain, 

and educate our consumer about the faces, places and spaces that make the Bay of Quinte 

region a destination of choice.  

The rollout and implementation plan will ensure that we engage the target consumer with 

the unique and valuable assets of the brand. “The Bay of Quinte” continues to be a new 

and inspiring opportunity for our audience. The integrated strategy compels them to learn 

more, engage in the brand offerings, travel to the region and for some of them, to live and 

do business in the Bay of Quinte. 

 

OBJECTIVES – BY MARCH 31, 2017 
1. Implementation of the 2016-17 marketing plan, leveraging the broad-based Bay of 

Quinte Tourist Council marketing budget as part of a regional-based strategy with 

support and direction from the Municipalities, Bay of Quinte Living Council, Quinte 

Accommodations & Attractions Association, and the Quinte Restaurant Association. 

2. Successful launch of an established reporting platform that 

identifies/measures/tracks success with regards to programmatic digital ad buys. 

3. Maintain/Increase Partnership Fund success for specified projects with The Great 

Waterway, as well as securing support from Provincial/Federal funding platforms. 

4. Enhancing the already established forum/platform for information sharing, and 

continued collaboration with our funding partners that are focused on the 

promotion of the work-live-play spectrum.  

5. Bolstering internal/external communications and building out an online 

communications hub that effectively sets and manages expectations with all of our 

funding partners. 
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COMPETITIVE STRENGTHS AND ANALYSIS 
 

 Strong brand drivers: Rural, Culinary, and Water 

 3.5-hour drive from 12 million people 

 Emerging socioeconomic trends that point to growth within the US markets, 

and correspondingly represents increased domestic visitation  

 33 conservation areas in the region 

 23 golf courses in the region 

 5 provincial parks 

 40 + VQA PEC wineries, 7 breweries, 5 cider houses, large & small scale 

farming/farm gates and a strong local food supply chain 

 Cheddar and Ale Trail / Chocolate and Apple Trail is unique 4 season offering 

 1200 km of accessible and useable shoreline 

 Trent Port Marina 

 Home of the National Air Force Museum and the Quinte International Air 

Show 

 A high-yield transportation hub with the HGHWY 401 and VIA rail 

 Drake Devonshire, Prince Edward County, Sandbanks, Presqu’ile, are well 

established brands 

 Fully developed content focused website optimized for mobile accessibility 

 4 market ready consumer facing experience based packages  

 Significant social media presence: 2nd only to Ottawa in the tourism vertical in 

SE ON 

 Sports tourism facilities within the region for events (QSWC, etc.) 

 Strong partnerships that bridge the public/private sector spectrum 
 

WEAKNESSES, OPPORTUNITIES, AND THREATS 
 

Weaknesses 

 Waterfront is still relatively underdeveloped  

 Underdeveloped tourism products  

 Lack of brand awareness with consumer (visitor & resident) 

 Lack of brand awareness provincially and federally 

 Underdeveloped co-branding with partners 

 Sports tourism/travel trade capabilities have not been fully realized 

 

Opportunities 

 Reinforcing the opportunity for collaboration with the Federal Government 

within the newly defined Bay of Quinte riding  

 Diversifying marketing program funding through partnerships with RTOs, 

Eastern Ontario Trail Alliance, OTMPC, and the Federal Government 
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 Consolidating our partnership in regional marketing with the Bay of Quinte 

Living Council 

 Formation of new partnerships within the region to catalyze growth 

 Marketing that serves as a conduit for continued product development 

 Threats 

 Municipal tax increases that deter investment 

 Potential for municipalities to devolve investment and support of the 

regional mandate  

 Misinformation about the Bay of Quinte Tourist Council, regional approach 

and the positive impact of continued collaboration 

 Lack of collaboration/support from the Federal/Provincial/Municipal 

Governments 

 

MARKETING PLAN 2016-17  
Goals 

The 2016-17 marketing plan is focused on 3 main goals: 

1. Increased visitation to the region.  

2. Increasing the consumer traffic and engagement with all of our marketing touch 

points. 

3. Increased ROI for business and government investing in Bay of Quinte marketing. 

Target Market Segments 

The Bay of Quinte region markets the brand as a destination of choice for the following 

consumer/traveller segments as defined by the Ontario Tourism Marketing Partnership 

Corporation (OTMPC). 

Family Memory Builders 
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Connected Explorers 

 

Outgoing Mature Couples 

 

Sports Lovers 
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Target Markets: 

A. GTA: Approx. 2 hours away.  6 million people, focusing on GTA East (east 

of HGHWY 400). 

B. Inbound: 3 million visitors to region yearly.  These include business 

travellers, travellers visiting friends and family, leisure travellers, and 

sports/event/travel trade focused. 

C. 189,000 regional population: year round residents/consumers. 

D. North East US Border States: an emerging target market. 

Competition: 

The Bay of Quinte region is two hours east of Toronto, four hours west of Montreal, and 

three hours south of Ottawa. The experiences found in the area are as vast & varied as the 

municipalities that comprise the Bay of Quinte region. Ultimately, the Bay of Quinte region 

stands as a destination of choice for outdoors and sports enthusiasts for swimming, 

boating, golf, birding, fishing & hunting, as well as a “food & beverage” destination. It is 

through the region’s unique culinary products which include the Cheddar & Ale / Chocolate 

& Apple Trail, Prince Edward County’s Wine & Taste Trails, and Harvest Hastings that we 

come to the forefront as a leader in culinary tourism.  

The partnership that has been formed unites eleven municipalities along with private 

sector organizations and tourism stakeholders in the development and delivery of an 

integrated strategy for experience based marketing. The composition of this regional 

framework is innovative, and in turn the proud history of the region serves as a narrative 

that drives this brand forward, and continues to attract “doers & dreamers” who remain 

steadfast in their commitment to create new experiences within a unique sense of place. 

The region’s proximity to the Greater Toronto Area (GTA) is one of its defining 

characteristics. With over 6 million people in the GTA and rapid population growth, the 

residents of the GTA are not only visitors to the Bay of Quinte region but are future 

homeowners and business owners.   

As the GTA is the leading market segment for visitation to the Bay of Quinte region, we 

continue to assess the other destinations near the GTA. Leaving the GTA, there are three 

main options: north, west and east. The Bay of Quinte’s position within the competitive set 

is as follows: 
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MARKETING BUDGET 2016-17 
 

 
 

Marketing Initiative  2015-16 Budget  2016-17 Budget 

Marketing Strategy  $                              -    $                              -   

Entry Signs/Banners  $                    2,500.00  $                              -   

General Enhancements & Improvements  $                  15,000.00  $                    5,000.00 

BayofQuinte.ca Regional Site  $                    5,000.00  $                              -   

Ongoing Website Service & Maintenance  $                    2,000.00  $                    2,000.00 

Editorial  $                  10,000.00  $                    7,000.00 

Photography  $                    3,000.00  $                    3,000.00 

Video  $                  10,000.00  $                    7,000.00 

Printing & Development of Trail Product  $                    6,500.00  $                    6,000.00 

Map  $                  11,000.00  $                  12,000.00 

Regional Guide  $                  45,000.00  $                  38,000.00 

Print Collateral  $                    2,500.00  $                    1,500.00 

Swag: BOQ  $                    1,000.00  $                    2,000.00 

Media Fam Tours & Hosting  $                    3,500.00  $                    3,500.00 

Local Radio  $                  15,000.00  $                  10,000.00 

Content Publishing & Marketing  $                    1,800.00  $                    2,000.00 

Social Media Advertising  $                  10,000.00  $                    7,000.00 

Targeted Print Advertising  $                    5,000.00  $                    5,000.00 

Bay of Quinte Advertising Campaign  $                  85,000.00  $                  25,000.00 

Event Marketing  $                    3,500.00  $                    2,500.00 

OTMPC Onroute 30s Spot  $                  10,000.00  $                              -   

Marketing Partnership  Engagement  $                    2,500.00  $                    1,500.00 

Web Media Kit  $                              -    $                              -   

Information Sessions/Seminars/Workshops  $                    2,000.00  $                    1,000.00 

Quarterly Analytics Reports  $                              -    $                    2,000.00 

TOTAL  $               251,800.00  $               143,000.00 

Promotions & Advertising

Stakeholder Engagement

Performance Reporting

Strategy & Planning

Signage

Website

Content Creation

Collateral

Media Relations
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SIGNAGE 

Highway 401 Signage serves as one of the first expressions of the brand to those travelling 

between GTA-OTT-MTL corridors. Ministry of Transportation data shows that more than 1.3 

million cars pass through this corridor monthly, and the HGHWY 401 signage that 

promotes the Bay of Quinte region in both official languages is a vital consumer facing 

touch point.  Additionally, this signage serves as wayfinding to the 3 million yearly visitors 

to the Bay of Quinte region. Signage fees for 2016-17 represents continued investment 

with TODS for the region’s HGHWY 401 signage, these fees are line itemed as an Area 

Profile fee under Partnership Expenses in the 2016-17 Budget. 

WEBSITE 

The consumer facing website is the primary gateway for the Bay of Quinte brand. The 

investments made throughout fiscal year 2015-16 were part of a concentrated effort to 

drastically improve the brand’s digital experience for consumers. Functionality and content 

flow were overhauled, and the site’s navigation was streamlined around consumer 

inquiries (events & trip ideas) and the brand’s six content pillars (food & drink, the great 

outdoors, sport & adventure, culture & history, arts & entertainment, and where to shop & 

stay). We remain cognizant of the need for ongoing maintenance as the website’s life cycle 

is dynamic by design and requires constant improvements. With this in mind, specific 

measures were developed and implemented to ensure that a vast majority of the content 

management systems (CMS) would be end-user friendly (applied in-house). The secondary 

feature of the website’s CMS will allow BQTC to disseminate branded content within a 

native environment that promotes the region, and the faces, places and spaces that make 

it a destination of choice.  

In this fiscal year, it is recommended that we continue to develop how we itemize and 

define the region’s vast and ever-changing product inventory (tourism businesses and 

experiences). The TripAdvisor platform has earned the reputation as a trusted online 

reference tool for trip planning. Integrating the TripAdvisor platform within the BQTC 

website will also allow us to point to a comprehensive database of businesses, listings, and 

experiences within our site as catalogued by TripAdvisor (and its consumer 

reviews/testimonials). The impetus for this recommendation is based on the following 

factors: 

1. The importance of maintaining a database of product inventory: the website is one 

of the single most influential marketing channels available to Bay of Quinte Tourism. 

Visitors find the site directly through search engines, external links or through social 

media, the site possesses inherent worth as the face of the brand. Maintaining a 
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comprehensive database of product inventory ensures that consumers will be able 

to access and review the businesses and experiences found in the region.  

2. Fewer technical issues: the current website contains a limited database of product 

inventory as it solely relies on Google places. Implementing TripAdvisor as the 

database alleviates a core technical issue: namely businesses without a registered 

Google places profile and account cannot be featured within the site in its current 

format. As a result of this issue, the existing product inventory is extremely limited 

and can create a negative experience on consumers looking for a variety offerings 

or listings to compare and contrast.  

3. The unbiased nature of consumer reviews: the TripAdvisor platform harnesses the 

power of public opinion to create structure and hierarchy when it comes to ranking 

and reviews. The consumer reviews ensure that the integrity of the ranking is built 

on the actual experience of the consumer, and in turn a level and unbiased “playing 

field” is created between all the businesses and the consumer.  

 

CONTENT CREATION/CONTENT MARKETING 

The Bay of Quinte Tourist Council will continue to invest in branded content for the 

purpose of content marketing. The curated content will be developed and managed by the 

Communications Manager. The BQTC messaging/editorial calendar serves as the baseline 

for all outbound communications. The Communications Manager will liaise with all the 

funding partners to ensure that content creation remains current and “on message” 

throughout the fiscal year. The monthly investment in content creation is predetermined in 

advance and managed through budget control reports.  

 

Content Creation: BQTC

Budgetary Request 2016-17

Content Editorial Photo Video

Per Unit $100-$150 N/A N/A

Budget 7,000.00$  3,000.00$ 7,000.00$ 

April 700.00$     1,500.00$ 

May 500.00$     

June 700.00$     500.00$    2,500.00$ 

July 700.00$     

August 700.00$     

September 700.00$     

October 500.00$     500.00$    2,500.00$ 

November 500.00$     

December 500.00$     

January 500.00$     500.00$    2,000.00$ 

February 500.00$     

March 500.00$     

TOTAL 7,000.00$  3,000.00$ 7,000.00$ 
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Outside of working with a roster of regional writers and journalists for editorial content, the 

Bay of Quinte Tourist Council will continue to invest in the production of rich media assets 

(video & photo) to round out and contextualize the key messages that are established 

within the messaging/editorial calendar. The dissemination model for content marketing 

will be primarily focused on a “Paid-Owned-Earned” position which pushes branded 

content through all of our “owned” online assets (web, blog, social) and paid placements 

through digital ad buys as well as pushing the content to media outlets for earned media 

coverage. A majority of our online video content will also be repurposed and placed within 

the closed circuit Bay of Quinte TV platform. This platform currently consists of:  

 7 screens with plans to grow to 14 in 2016-17 

 Mix of native BQTC video and advertisements through traditional digital screen 

layout 

 Estimated consumer traffic = 5 million impressions per year 

SOCIAL MEDIA 

Social media continues to be one of the strongest and most significant marketing channels 

for the Bay of Quinte region. 2015-16 proved to be a watershed year for the organization 

with regards to our ability to develop and implement a comprehensive social media 

communications & content strategy. It was in fiscal year 2015-16 that BQTC on-boarded a 

Full-Time Communications Coordinator, this post was primarily focused on the 

coordination of the region’s social media assets, content creation/marketing, and the 

development, organization and execution of all inbound & outbound communications. 

It is due to this investment that the region has seen significant growth within all of the 

brand’s social media platforms. The concentrated efforts and focus that were dedicated to 

social media have resulted in the Bay of Quinte brand position being second only to Ottawa 

in South Eastern Ontario when it comes to consumer following in tourism and destination 

digital marketing. Simply put, the Bay of Quinte region is connecting to more consumers 

every day through social media than a vast majority of the Regional Tourism Organizations, 

Destination Marketing Organizations, and municipalities in the tourism vertical. The 

engagements rate with our consuming following continues to grow at a pace that exceeds 

industry norms, this growth reinforces the fact that the branded content that we are 

creating is relevant and interesting to our consumer. Growing our consumer following 

within our social platforms will continue to be a goal for the organization. 
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The 2016-17 marketing plan continues to commit dollars to the brand’s social media 

position, it is through this investment and dedicated staff resources that we will ensure 

growth within this highly effective marketing channel.  

The current social media strategy is excellent and will be continued. Some highlighted 

strategies include: 

 Support brand ads, package campaigns and events with content and contests online 

 Utilizing the full suite of social media platforms :Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and 

Pinterest 

 Following local organizations/people and sharing/retweeting interesting content 

 Posting visually engaging curated content 

 Utilizing video assets to drive engagement 

 Regularly paying to promote posts that are of particular interest 

 Cross-posting content that spans the Work-Live-Play messaging spectrum 

PROGRAMMATIC  

The 2016-17 marketing plan explores investment into a new digital ad buying platform that 

is known as programmatic. BQTC’s investment in programmatic and real-time bidding (RTB) 

for the delivery of digital ad units reinforces our commitment to cost effective content 

marketing. Programmatic ad buying uses software to purchase digital advertising, as 

opposed to the traditional process that involves RFPs, human negotiations and manual 

insertion orders.  

RTB has profoundly changed the face of online advertising and industry predictions 

forecast exponential growth in coming years. BQTC’s adoption of the RTB digital ad buying 

platform allows the organization to target the desired audiences by leveraging multiple 

data points:  

 Intent Graphs - Search Engine Data & On Site Search Data 

 Behavioural Graphs - Browsing History, Pages Viewed, Videos Watched 

 Social Graphs - Shared Content & Brand Affinity 

 Purchase Graphs – Check Out Data & CRM Data 

The above data sets serve as the baseline evaluation that helps build out consumer 

profiles. We then define the geo-targeting measures that we want to deploy and narrow in 

our focus by overlaying the behavioural and contextual patterns that best define the 

consumers of interest. We can seamlessly run multi-channel (mobile, display, social, video) 

campaigns that are scalable in size, scope and spend.    
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Directing digital ad units to hyper-targeted consumers reinforces our positon as a leader in 

destination marketing (mirroring the current practices of Destination Canada), offering a 

new and highly efficient way of targeting consumers with branded content or specific call-

to-action packages.  

COLLATERAL 

One of the strongest examples of regional collaboration exists with the Quinte 

Accommodations & Attractions Association (QAAA). These hoteliers receive hundreds of 

thousands overnight guests in the region each year. Distribution of the Bay of Quinte 

regional visitor guides and maps within all QAAA hotel lobbies and guest rooms allows 

BQTC to market to existing business clientele and in-bound tourists within a captive 

environment. The partnership between hoteliers and tourism ensures that the regional 

brand reaches the overnight visitors. BQTC continues to build out a dissemination strategy 

for print collateral that spans throughout Ontario and the Bay of Quinte region; guides & 

maps are delivered to visitor centres, chambers of commerce, wineries, museums, golf 

courses, and more to ensure that the consumer reach is significantly diversified.  

Bay of Quinte Tourism will print and publish the following collateral in fiscal year 2016-17: 

 Regional Guide for 2016-17 (3 cover features: Belleville, Quinte West, and Hastings 

County) 

 Cheddar & Ale/Chocolate & Apple Trail 

 Tearaway regional map 

 Bay of Quinte Antiques Trail (a new product that is currently being developed in 

partnership with Hastings County Tourism staff. The Antiques Trail product will 

mirror the Cheddar & Ale/Chocolate & Apple Trail, serving as a wayfinding product 

that outlines the Antiques businesses found in the Bay of Quinte region). 

MEDIA RELATIONS 

Bay of Quinte Tourist Council and agency of record (Engagers) will continue to liaise with 

journalists and writers from international/national/provincial publications (Ottawa Citizen, 

Toronto Star, Globe and Mail, and Montreal Gazette) as well as television segment 

producers, bloggers, and magazine writers for familiarization tours of the region. Earned 

media allows us to tell the Bay of Quinte region’s story through a qualified and trusted 

“voice”. Traditional marketing tactics are complemented by our earned media efforts, 

allowing us to “piggyback” a journalist’s point of view which carries over into their following 

and the publication’s native audience.  
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In concert with our agency, our team will reach out to print, TV, radio and online media 

outlets by subject matter. We will continue to create media pitch packages and build out 

familiarization tours that directly impact and benefit our funding partners and the tourism 

businesses within the region. 

To date, we’ve been able to create over one million impressions through earned media 

with coverage across Canada in the Globe and Mail, Toronto Sun, National Post, Adrenalin 

Magazine, Canadian Real Estate Wealth Magazine, Marketing Magazine, Canadian Sport 

Fishing, This is PGA Tour Canada, and other print and television outlets within the region. 

PROMOTIONS & ADVERTISING 

 

RADIO 

The Bay of Quinte Tourist Council developed and implemented an impactful campaign with 

local radio last year. It is recommended that we continue this relationship with local radio 

networks and produce radio creative/campaigns that are driven by experience based 

content. We will utilize the calendar of events and promotions and look to have associated 

events and businesses speak to their offerings on radio in concert with the campaigns. We 

believe that this format has proven to be successful, seeing that the businesses are 

provided with an opportunity to tell their story to a regional consumer, wrapped around 

the regional brand. 

 

TARGETED PRINT 

The Bay of Quinte Tourist Council will continue to explore and isolate targeted print 

opportunities that leverage the brand against a high yield distribution footprint. Our recent 

partnerships with Sandbanks Summer Village, and Prince Edward County are strong 

examples and serve as benchmarks of success (100K units inserted into the LCBO’s Food 

and Drink Magazine, 30K units inserted into Ottawa and Montreal editions of the Globe and 

Mail, and 20K inserts into the Ottawa Citizen). We will continue to approach targeted print 

opportunities on a case-by-case basis, and focus the budget on initiatives that are aligned 

with our core consumer markets.  

 

BOQ AD CAMPAIGN 

The marketing strategy is based on the engagement of targeted market segments through 

integrated marketing tactics that build interest, awareness and action within the pre-

determined consumer/traveller profiles. Fundamentally, this is an integrated strategy that 

leverages the consolidation of Paid-Owned-Earned marketing channels for the greatest 

possible impact. 
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The cornerstone of this strategy is the creation & dissemination of branded content, which 

was produced throughout fiscal years 2014-15/2015-16 and disseminated through media 

buys for TV broadcast in 2015. These spot media buys introduced the brand to our target 

market in the GTA/GTA East, the TV creative was focused on driving consumers to the 

website, generating engagement and raising general brand awareness.  

The content production in 2015-16 was focused on developing narratives that introduced 

consumers to the core offerings of the brand: rural, culinary, and water with an 

overarching message of “Isn’t it time”. These core offerings were rounded out to dovetail 

into three specific directions that served as a creative expression of the region:   

 “Rediscover Wonder”: rediscovering the beauty of the great outdoors as a family  

 “Culinary Secrets”: the unique and approachable food & beverage experiences 

found in the region  

 “Finding Home”: what it is like to live here, surrounded by water 

 

The 2016-17 marketing continues in the vein of content creation, and we fundamentally 

believe that we can now present a new narrative: “It’s time”. We will continue to produce 

video content that guides the consumer through the natural attributes and unique 

experiences found throughout the Bay of Quinte region. This brand creative will now be 

complemented by the experience based packages that have been developed by QAAA. 

These packages will run throughout the fiscal year supporting the brand with a direct call-

to-action for consumers to purchase the following “stay & play experiences”:  

 Wine Tour 

 Golf 

 Beach 

 Fishing 

Given that a majority of the visitation to the region comes from GTA/GTA east, 50% of our 

marketing mandate is directed to this core market. 30% of our marketing mandate is then 

placed into “in-bound” activation strategies (collateral within all QAAA properties and BOQ 

TV), the remaining 20% is focused on a year-round regional strategy that connects the 

brand and tourism assets to 189,000 residents/consumers. This “local” strategy is 

developed with an understanding that year round consumers also serve as brand 

ambassadors for the “visiting friends and relatives” consumer market.  

 

BROADCAST ADS 

We will look to introduce a targeted brand campaign throughout 2016-17 in the Greater 

Toronto Area. We want to secure high rotation spot buys during prime programming hours 

(morning news & 5pm lifestyle), and on select programs that are aligned to our target 

market segments – family memory builders and outgoing mature couples.  
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We are recommending a combination of CP24, CKVR and CFTO, delivering over 5.7 million 

viewers on programs like CFTO News, Canada AM, Marilyn Denis Show, Ellen and Dr. Oz. 

We will receive approximately 85 spots per week. The 30 second spots with a 2-3 second 

tag for the stay & play package campaigns will direct people to the website. 

 

CAMPAIGNS: “STAY & PLAY PACKAGES” 

We recommend that we continue to introduce our stay & play packages campaign 

throughout the fiscal year through integrated ad units and media platforms.  

4 specific stay & play packages have been developed through our partnership with QAAA: 

 Wine Tour 

 Golf 

 Beach 

 Fishing 

The packages have been developed to engage with our high yield consumers/target market 

segments throughout the year with seasonal appeal. The stay & play packages are built-out 

and detailed within a soft booking page online, the campaign ad creative will lead 

consumers to the website where their personal information and preferences are captured. 

This soft data capture will then trigger a direct one-to-one impression with hotel staff for 

follow up and point of sale purchasing.  

The “stay & play packages” campaign will feature online ads, branded content, social media, 

earned media and targeted ads through traditional media channels.  

By rotating through a series of experiences and packages, our campaigns will span over 

four seasons, build brand knowledge and more importantly, drive people to engage in the 

offerings of the Bay of Quinte region throughout the fiscal year.  

The recommended timing and media blocking for the stay & play packages are:  

 May: golf 

 June: beaches 

 July: wine  

 August: fishing 

 September: golf 

 October: wine   

 November: fishing 

 December: beaches  

 January: fishing   

 February: wine 

 March: golf 
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EVENT MARKETING 

The 2016-17 marketing plan pivots our event marketing strategy to support a regional 

activation in partnership with the Quinte Restaurant Association (QRA). The successful 

launch and continuation of the QRA’s Quintelicious and Quinte Craft event programming 

serves as a new opportunity to market the food & beverage experiences found in the 

region. The Bay of Quinte brand is amplified by both of these QRA events and the region’s 

businesses and consumers are supporting this mandate. In fiscal year 2015-16, the 

inaugural Quintelicious event represented over $20,000 of local food & beverage 

procurement and over $75,000 of regional economic activity.  

BQTC will continue to explore event activation opportunities within our core target 

markets, and engage with partners, stakeholders and tourism based organizations to take 

part. Cost sharing will be determined between BQTC and the members who participate at 

the events on a case by case basis. The events in our core markets will be selected based 

upon demographics, projected event attendance, and opportunities to engage in unique 

and meaningful brand activations.  

The event marketing strategy will also focus on creating new opportunities for earned 

media on the region. BQTC will continue to develop promotions associated to regional 

events that spur consumer engagement and serve as opportunity for data capture and 

lead-nurturing. 

 

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 

The 2015-16 business plan recommended that the Bay of Quinte region develop 

partnerships with private sector brands/products that would help support visitation to the 

region, increase marketing reach and add to our product offerings. This newly identified 

goal has taken time to mature as the marketing landscape within the private sector is 

incredibly complex and highly competitive. Cross-promotion and co-branding strategies are 

common practice, and throughout fiscal year 2015-16 a concentrated effort was 

established with the following private sector brands: 

 VIA 

 Autoshare (now owned and operated as Enterprise Car Share) 

 Ford Motors 

 GMC 

 Great Canadian Gaming Corporation 

 Drake Hotel 

 Golf Town 
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It is recommended that we build on these initial discussions and continue to create and 

explore marketing activation opportunities in fiscal year 2016-17. 

The 2015-16 business plan also recommended that the Bay of Quinte region develop 

partnerships with tourism stakeholders that operate within the public sector, and in turn 

significant headway has been made with the following organizations that deliver tourism 

on behalf of the province and/or country: 

 RTO 9 The Great Waterway 

 RTO 11 Ontario Highlands 

 Eastern Ontario Trails Alliance 

 Ontario Marketing Partnerships Corporation 

 TIAO 

 OCTA 

BQTC will continue to engage with all levels of government and the stakeholders that are 

mandated to support and deliver tourism.  

REPORTING PLATFORM 

BQTC will continue to research the best practices when it comes to establishing a reporting 

platform for capturing baseline metrics on visitation and the impact that tourism has on 

the region’s economy. BQTC will work with our funding partners (Municipalities and 

organizations: QAAA & QRA), government (OTMPC, STATS Canada), and outside 

groups/agencies (PECWA/Provincial Parks) to capture and track the data for reporting on 

the efficacy of our marketing strategies and tactics. This baseline will serve as valuable data 

for year-over-year (YOY) reporting moving forward. Initial assessments will need to be 

performed to confirm what groups/tourism stakeholders will be instrumental in 

gathering/collecting point of sale data. To date, our partnership with QAAA has served as 

one of the strongest benchmarks for tracking our success within the leisure segment for 

overnight accommodation, below is a graph that represents the YOY growth of the leisure 

segment when compared to the entire year of room nights sold: 
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BQTC will also continue to publish an end of year return on investment (ROI) report for all 

of our funding partners. The purpose of this report is to inform the reader on the impact 

and value that is earned through our shared brand, marketing and dollars. The ROI report 

assesses the fair market value of the combined dollars dedicated to marketing in contrast 

to the actual investment made to establish an estimated return on investment.  

 Fiscal Year 2014-15 represented a return on investment of 242% for the entire Bay 

of Quinte region. 

 Fiscal Year 2015-16* represented an estimated return on investment of 267% for 

the entire Bay of Quinte region.*still being evaluated as we close out fiscal year 

2015-16.  

PARTNERSHIP FUNDS 

In fiscal year 2015-16, BQTC was successful in securing over $32,500 in partnership funds 

from RTO 9: The Great Waterway. The relationship with RTO 9 is firmly established as 

evidenced by our year-over-year success in partnership funding, this is coupled with the 

success that our funding partner organization QAAA has achieved with the same 

partnership fund (securing $15,000 in fiscal year 2015-16). The Bay of Quinte region 

continues to be one of the leading DMOs when it comes to share of dollars that stem from 

partnership funds, and as a region, our combined efforts resulted in $47,500 of dollar 
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matched funds that went directly to marketing programs that supported the regional 

brand. The RTO partnership funding allows us to double our marketing spend on specific 

projects that meet the criteria as defined by the RTO. It is imperative that we continue to 

work alongside the RTO as we leverage the natural assets and consumer experiences 

found in the Bay of Quinte region. In fiscal year 2016-17, BQTC will work with QAAA to 

secure partnership funding for media buys and programmatic that will support the 30s 

brand spots and the experience based packages.  

 

PARTNERSHIP INFORMATION SHARING PLATFORM 

The Bay of Quinte regional framework leverages the awareness that is being generated 

from tourism/visitation and positions the brand’s message through the wider lens of 

“living” and “working” in the region. The mechanics that support the shared messaging, 

marketing channels, and spend is incredibly unique and facilitated through our 

organizational partnership with the Bay of Quinte Living Council and working relationship 

with the Quinte Economic Development Commission. To ensure that all the organizations 

are working with a shared end goal in sight, and communicating any/all opportunities that 

benefit this collective approach, BQTC will continue to hold routine meetings and introduce 

forums with the regional stakeholders. Collaboration is the cornerstone for our success, 

the organization remains committed to operating as a collective.  

INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS PLATFORM 

BQTC will continue to research the advantages of building an internal communications 

platform and resource hub that effectively communicates information to key stakeholders 

(municipal and private sector funding partners). BQTC has been utilizing Google’s open 

source platform to gather and consolidate relevant information. We will continue with 

advanced research on digital communication hubs/technologies that are focused on 

engagement, with a clear & concise 2-way information exchange. The current Google 

platform will effectively serve as the communications conduit on an interim basis. Any/all 

materials that need to be disseminated are currently pushed through traditional 

communications channels (email, newsletters, and online messaging/editorial calendars). 

End user engagement and ease of access are the primary focuses in ongoing research. 

BQTC will look to improve the communications platform and continue its efforts to develop 

new ways of engaging and communicating with our partners.   
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SPORTS, EVENTS, AND TRAVEL TRADE TOURISM 

Overview 

Bay of Quinte Tourism continues to play a prominent role in sports, events, and travel 

trade, once again assisting over 1 million dollars in economic activity during fiscal year 

2015-16 through multiple initiatives in these growing sectors. Since 2013, BQTC’s focus has 

been to develop and maintain meaningful relationships within the Bay of Quinte region 

and beyond, with organizations on the federal, provincial and regional levels. This will 

continue in 2016-17, with BQTC actively pursuing sports, events, and travel trade for the 

entire region. A primary objective for this fiscal year will be the launch of BQTC’s online 

sport & industry infrastructure platform to support sport, event, and travel trade tourism 

growth. These endeavors will run in parallel to the further development of travel trade 

relationships and market/product readiness in the sport, event, and travel trade verticals. 

 

OBJECTIVES – BY MARCH 31, 2017 
 

1. Implement and maintain the online sport & industry infrastructure platform. 

2. On-board a Part-Time Contract position through a partnership with QAAA. 

3. Continue to create and strengthen relationships with regional, provincial, national 

and international sports, events, and travel trade organizations, acting as the 

regional contact.  

4. Develop a greater understanding of the travel trade market, leveraging the 

partnerships created in 2015-16. 
 

IMPLEMENT AND MAINTAIN THE ONLINE SPORT & INDUSTRY 

INFRASTRUCTURE PLATFORM 

As part of the updates to the current tourism website, BQTC will implement a sport and 

industry section that will serve as an online destination for the region’s sports, events, and 

travel trade assets. This section will include a long-term planning calendar and facilities 

database for internal and external planning purposes. The long-term planning calendar will 

be important to increasing communication between stakeholders and coordinating events 

to drive economic activity in the shoulder seasons. 

ONBOARD A SPORTS & EVENTS TOURISM COORDINATOR 
In fiscal year 2016-17, BQTC will work in partnership with the Quinte Accommodations and 

Attractions Association (QAAA) to on-board a Part-Time contract position that will serve as a 
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dedicated resource for sport, event and travel trade tourism. The main goal of the Sports & 

Events Tourism Coordinator is to retain existing events and develop new event 

opportunities in the Bay of Quinte region, with an additional focus on developing inbound 

group tour opportunities. Working in concert with QAAA and BQTC, the Sports & Events 

Tourism Coordinator is responsible for managing relationships between QAAA and 

sports/events/travel trade stakeholders (including sporting associations/organizations, 

teams, municipalities, event organizers and tour companies, as well as third parties, such 

as venues, food and beverage, and transportation providers).   

CONTINUE TO CREATE AND STRENGTHEN RELATIONSHIPS WITH 

REGIONAL, PROVINCIAL, NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL SPORTS, 

EVENTS, AND TRAVEL TRADE ORGANIZATIONS 

Working in concert with municipalities, accommodations, sports and events organizations 

and the QAAA Sports & Events Tourism Coordinator, BQTC will continue to create and 

strengthen relationships while actively pursuing sport tournaments and events. The main 

goal will be to drive regional economic activity, most notably during the shoulder seasons. 

The new sport & industry web pages will be utilized as an awareness and marketing tool to 

showcase the Bay of Quinte assets when pursuing new events. Acting as a resource for 

FAM Tours, information, presentations or letters of support on bids in collaboration with 

local organizations will continue to be a key part of BQTC’s role in sports and events. 

DEVELOP A GREATER UNDERSTANDING OF THE TRAVEL TRADE 

MARKET, LEVERAGING PARTNERSHIPS CREATED IN 2015-16 

BQTC made its first in-roads into travel trade during fiscal year 2015-16, creating key 

partnerships with multiple organizations and beginning to set a landscape for further 

development in the sector in 2016-17. 

In-roads have been made with: 

 Road Scholar 

 Routes Adventures 

 OTMPC 

 Holloway Lodgings 

 Travelodge Canada  

 Ontario Chinese Inbound Tour Operators Association 

 NAC Global Travel 

 Funtrek Tours  

 NGH Tours 
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 Estar Travel 

 The Great Waterway (new Regatta booking system coming in 2016) 

SPORT & EVENT TOURISM 2015-16 PERFORMANCE RECAP 
The organization’s success within this strategic priority has been spearheaded by BQTC 

Tourism Director, Dug Stevenson. Having a dedicated and knowledgeable staff member 

leading this portfolio allows for continued growth, dialogue, and discussion with key 

members of the organization/bid committees and partner municipalities. The addition of 

the new QAAA Part-Time contract position to the partnership will facilitate even greater 

achievements for the region in sports, events, and travel trade.  

BQTC will also build on communication and the success of the increased social media 

activity around sport/event specific initiatives from 2015-16, such as campaigns around 

U19 Floorball World Championships and the Trenton Golden Hawks. Emphasis will also be 

placed on distribution of promotional materials to sport tournaments and events, and 

continuing to liaise with key stakeholders to drive repeat visits for sport, event and travel 

trade tourism. 

The following is a breakdown of the 2015-16 success: 

o OSUM Trade Show and Conference, 2015 

o Ontario Youth Pentecostal Convention, 2015 

o The Great Waterway Classic, 2015 

o This is PGA Tour Canada, 2015 

o Canadian Bass Anglers Federation Cup, 2015 

o Toyo Tires F1600 Series Racing, 2015 

o Golf in Ontario International Golf FAM Tour, 2015 

o Chinese Tour Operator presentation, 2015 

o Canadian Sport Fishing TV, 2015-16 

o Quintelicious, 2015 

o Adrenalin Magazine FAM Tour and editorial, 2015-16 

o Quinte Craft, 2016 

o Quintelicious, 2016 

o World Floorball Championships, 2016 

o Power boat racing, 2016 

o Provincial Lawn Bowling, 2016 

o Power Boat Racing, 2017 

o Dudley Hewitt Cup, 2017 

o World Barefoot Water Ski Championships, 2018 

o Association of Road Supervisors Trade Show, 2018 
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PARTNERSHIPS & ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

Overview 

The BQTC will continue to develop and implement best-in-breed practices with regards to 

the organization’s governance, policies & procedures, and by-laws. A review of the 

organization’s board structure and approach to governance was initiated in the end of 

fiscal year 2014-15. In fiscal year 2015-16 a majority of the findings from this review were 

applied and in turn updated By-laws and Policies & Procedures were drafted. In fiscal year 

2015-16, a new Executive was voted in by the Board of Directors, and the following Task 

Teams were established: Marketing & Product Development, Governance (MOU, By-laws, 

Policies & Procedures), and Business Development. BQTC will continue to review and adopt 

the findings that are generated by the BQTC Governance Task Teams. BQTC will also adopt 

the policy and practice of issuing MOUs to all municipal and private sector funding 

partners. Said document will clearly define the terms and conditions of the partnership and 

introduce a specific clause for any partnership being dissolved, with the end goal of 

terming partnerships over four years, with performance reviews and ROI reports year-over-

year. The MOU will reference foundational documents (Strategic Goals, Business Plan, 

Polices & Procedures, By-laws) for heightened clarity and congruency.   

The communication framework that was implemented and managed throughout fiscal year 

2015-16 will continue, allowing BQTC funding partners, and regional tourism stakeholders 

to populate the communications framework with relevant and pertinent editorial content 

ideas. This communications platform is supported by the creation and implementation of 

the regional messaging/editorial calendar, which is a working document enabling funding 

partner/regional stakeholder contribution. The content is broken down over the 6 

brand/experience pillars, month over month, with defined keywords, social media handles, 

taglines and calls to action. This platform ensures that the organization and all funding 

partners remain congruent in any/all outbound consumer facing communications.  

The Board of Directors will continue to meet bi-monthly, with a bi-monthly Executive 

Director email update circulated in the off months. BQTC will also continue to author staff 

& project reports for the Board of Directors, and the end of year ROI report. BQTC funding 

partners will meet quarterly, supported by 1-on-1 partner/stakeholder meetings twice per 

year. 
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OBJECTIVES – BY MARCH 31, 2017 
1. Continue to define and develop the structure of BQTC to provide clarity to all 

funding partners and regional  stakeholders: this includes defining who we are 

(geography) and what our role is, what the paying members receive, 

mission/vision/value statements, and who the partners should be (Governance and 

Strategic Plan). 

2. Develop a 4 Year MOU for all funding partners. 

3. Improve the efficiencies in our internal and external communications. 

4. Develop partnerships with Private & Public Sector Stakeholders. 

5. Define the regional relationship between BQTC, QEDC and Bay of Quinte Living. 

6. Branding & Identification: trademarking use and governance 

CONTINUE TO DEFINE AND DEVELOP THE STRUCTURE OF THE BQTC 

TO PROVIDE CLARITY. 

Continued efforts must be placed on the development of the revised policies and 

procedures and bylaws which serve as the baseline reference points for the organization 

moving forward. The Board of Directors will review the recommendations and findings 

brought forth by the Governance Task Team. Said documents will clearly define the terms 

and conditions of all the partnerships and introduce best practices when it comes to 

governance. BQTC will continue to adopt the findings that are generated by the BQTC 

Governance Task Team with a specific focus on the composition of the Board of Directors 

and representation of stakeholders at large.    

DEVELOP A 4 YEAR MOU. 

Continued efforts must be placed on the development of a four year BQTC MOU that will 

be issued to any/all funding partners in fiscal year 2016-17. Said document will clearly 

define the terms and conditions of the partnership and introduce a specific clause for any 

partnership being dissolved, with the end goal of terming partnerships over four years, 

while being evaluated through performance review reporting year over year. The MOU will 

reference foundational documents (Strategic Goals, Business Plan, Polices & Procedures, 

By-laws) for heightened clarity and congruency. It is in the best interest of both the 

organization and its partners to operate on a four year term that overlaps municipal 

council by one year. This will allow for financial stability and enable horizon planning for all 

parties.  

The process for developing the MOU will continue to be under the oversight of the 

Executive and administered by the Executive Director. The Executive Director will hold 

meetings with the BQTC Governance Task Team to ensure that the organization’s Bylaws, 
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Policies and Procedures and Business Plan are reflected in the MOU. A draft MOU will be 

issued to the Board of Directors and funding partners for multiple readings before 

ratification.  

IMPROVE THE EFFICIENCIES IN OUR INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL 

COMMUNICATIONS. 

The communication framework that was implemented in fiscal year 2015-16 will continue, 

allowing BQTC funding partners, and regional tourism stakeholders to populate the 

framework with relevant and pertinent editorial content ideas. This communications 

platform is supported by the creation and implementation of the regional 

messaging/editorial calendar, which is also a working document enabling funding 

partner/regional stakeholder contribution. The content is broken down over the 6 

brand/experience pillars, month over month, with defined keywords, social media handles, 

taglines and calls to action. This platform ensures that the organization and all funding 

partners remain congruent in any/all outbound consumer facing communications. Staff is 

in the process of recommending an online-open source platform that will allow for ease of 

access and complete transparency with regards to content development & dissemination. 

The organization will continue to schedule reoccurring roundtable meetings with funding 

partners and stakeholders to ensure that the organization’s communications platform and 

work product are in line with partner/stakeholder goals.  

DEVELOP PARTNERSHIPS WITH PUBLIC & PRIVATE STAKEHOLDERS. 

BQTC has made significant in-roads with the government agencies responsible for 

developing and delivering the tourism product for the province and 

nationally/internationally. It is through continued discussion that we will secure a top-of-

mind position as a destination of choice and key partner in their product development and 

communications/marketing tactics.  Outside of our working relationships with Regional 

Tourism Organizations (The Great Waterway and Ontario’s Highlands) BQTC has 

established thought-starters and creative concepts that were shared with the province 

(OTMPC) in fiscal year 2015-16. We will continue to do a deep dive on key assets and 

experiences that are connected to a significant consumer/impression base and in turn look 

to work with OTMPC and Destination Canada for cross promotion.  

This initial audit of inventory also represented the potential for introducing private sector 

partners. Working in concert with BQTC’s agency of record (Engagers), a lead list was 

generated to engage in discussion with potential advertisers and partners for cross-

promotion. The end goal of this initial assessment is the development and implementation 

of a native advertising offering. There will be a focus on monetizing the assets of interest. 
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Outside of the creation of a new revenue stream, a residual benefit will be the ability to 

dovetail into larger marketing initiatives which will be spearheaded in concert with the 

advertiser. Below is a list of private sector brands that are identified as leads to build on in 

fiscal year 2016-17: 

 VIA 

 Autoshare (now owned as operated as Enterprise Car Share) 

 Ford Motors 

 GMC 

 Great Canadian Gaming Corporation 

 Drake Hotel 

 Golf Town 

ESTABLISH THE REGIONAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BQTC, QEDC AND 

BAY OF QUINTE LIVING. 

The Bay of Quinte Tourism and Living Councils form a partnership that is innovative to 

North America, working in collaboration with the Quinte Economic Development 

Commission, to market the Bay of Quinte region as a premiere destination to live, work, 

and play. This partnership enables the municipalities and organizations within the region to 

leverage a much stronger marketing presence together, versus individually. 

The pooling of marketing dollars empowers the municipalities within the Bay of Quinte 

region to compete at the same level as our competitors, such as Niagara Falls, Muskoka, 

Kingston and Waterloo, who have superior marketing budgets and are more recognized as 

tourism, living and economic development destinations. Our potential and ability to 

compete would not be possible through an individualistic approach, primarily due to the 

limited marketing dollars available in municipal budgets. 

Close municipal proximity in the Bay of Quinte allows for a geographical economy, where 

economic activity in one part of the region creates economic benefit for neighbouring Bay 

of Quinte communities. In this regard, the regional approach to marketing becomes even 

more significant. 

Establishing a quarterly forum between BQTC, QEDC and BQL to discuss current conditions 

and potential partnership opportunities outside of those defined within the 

business/marketing plans will serve as the initial next step. The introduction of the MOU in 

fiscal year 2016-17 will also reinforce and clearly define the terms and conditions in which 

these parties engage and collaborate.  
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BRANDING & IDENTIFICATION 

A brand audit was performed on the efficacy of the current regional brand marks in fiscal 

year 2015-16. Findings were shared and evaluated in a staff report and presented to the 

Board of Directors. The current Bay of Quinte regional brand mark was developed by the 

agency Cult/Suitcase under the direction of the BQTC in 2012. The agency developed a 

regional brand mark in concert with natural brand extensions that represented the Bay of 

Quinte Tourist Council and the Bay of Quinte Living Council. In 2015, BQTC’s agency of 

record (Engagers) made a recommendation with regards to the need to update the existing 

regional brand mark. This was due to readability concerns caused by the cursive font 

treatment used in the word mark. Engagers presented the regional brand mark within a 

series of formats (TV, Print, and Digital) to showcase this difficulty. 

They noted that in the three areas of branding there are issues. These are: Readability, 

Accessibility and Distinction.   

BQTC introduced refreshed creative with regards to the word mark in the 2015-16 Bay of 

Quinte Regional Tourism Guide that addressed the issues noted by Engagers. The creative 

was designed by the agency THEY Integrated. The update to font and wordmark was 

approved during the review of all municipal/organizational partners as part of the pre-

press approval stage of production. BQTC introduced the revised word mark in conjunction 

with the official regional brand mark. The Board of Directors passed a motion that the 

refreshed word mark could be used in concert with the regional brand mark and cited the 

guide as an example of best practice.  

BQTC will look to trademark the “Bay of Quinte region” and secure the domains in fiscal 

year 2016-17.  

TOURISM OPERATORS/CARE 

Overview 

The BQTC will continue in its efforts to support tourism stakeholders/operators in the 

region by providing marketing opportunities through website editorial content, newsletter 

features, in-kind radio campaigns and social media sponsorships for select events. All 

regional tourism stakeholders will be able to secure a presence on the website through 

TripAdvisor’s business listings and BQTC’s calendar of events (when applicable). These 

efforts will be further supported and amplified through the continued development of 

advertising opportunities across multiple mediums & formats with a variety of price points 

for regional tourism operators/businesses, with priority given to those located in the 
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partnering municipalities or aligned with funding partner organizations (QAAA, QRA, BQLC).    

BQTC will also continue to manage and facilitate destination marketing opportunities, 

marketing best practices workshops, government grant & funding sessions, and industry 

training opportunities. 

Lead by the Tourism Director, BQTC will take a proactive and visible role in supporting and 

developing the tourism stakeholders/operators/product in the region. Business-to-

Business forums for tourism stakeholders/operators to meet and establish a more 

frequent means of communication will continue throughout fiscal year 2016-17. The 

success of our local food & beverage Industry Day served as the launching pad for local 

food & beverage procurement practices that dovetailed into the Quintelicious program. 

BQTC will continue to promote information sharing through the communications platforms 

that were developed and implemented in fiscal year 2015-16. 

OBJECTIVES – BY MARCH 31, 2017 
1. Execute a communications plan to ensure stakeholders have the most up to date 

information at all times, as well as establishing working relationships with tourism 

operators & partners in the Bay of Quinte region. 

2. Provide coordinated and relevant training opportunities for tourism operators 

focused on increasing their awareness of available marketing tools, increasing their 

business profile, and increasing their competitiveness.     

3. Provide multiple forums for tourism stakeholders to meet, share information, and 

cooperate/partner with each other and the BQTC.   

4. Provide marketing and advertising opportunities with a variety of price points for 

regional tourism operators with priority given to those located in the partnering 

municipalities or aligned with funding partner organizations.  

5. Communicate opportunities to participate in Regional, Provincial, and Federal 

initiatives, programs, activities, resources, grants to all key stakeholders. 

6. Increase participation and collaboration through Public-Private-Partnerships. 

7. Meet at least once per year with tourism operators to receive feedback, suggestions, 

and strategic input from operators. 
 

EXECUTE A COMMUNICATION PLAN 

The communication framework that was developed in fiscal year 2015-16 will continue to 

be the primary conduit for exchange and collaboration. BQTC partner municipalities, and 

regional tourism stakeholders/operators that are aligned through funding partner 

organizations will populate the communications platform with relevant and pertinent 

editorial content ideas. This communications platform is supported by the creation and 

implementation of the regional messaging/editorial calendar, which is a working document 
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that is focused on funding partner/regional stakeholder contribution. The content is broken 

down over the 6 brand/experience pillars, month over month with defined keywords, social 

media handles, taglines and calls to action. This platform ensures that the organization and 

funding partners remain congruent in any/all outbound consumer facing communications. 

BQTC will continue to foster these important and valuable relationships with regional 

stakeholders/operators that have a vested interest in the successes that have been 

developed through regional collaboration. The communications plan will be reviewed 

quarterly by key staff from our municipal partners to ensure that expectations are being 

managed and that the key messages are being disseminated. 

PROVIDE COORDINATED AND RELEVANT TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES 

Led by the Tourism Director, BQTC will take a proactive and visible lead role in supporting 

and developing the existing relationships with tourism stakeholders/operators in the 

region including a more direct role with relation to providing a forum for tourism 

stakeholders/operators to meet, and establishing a more frequent means of 

communication, and information sharing through continued use of the communications 

platform.  BQTC will also continue to develop and spearhead the facilitation of destination 

marketing best-practices workshops with a focus on the digital assets and social platforms 

that are now considered the cornerstone for any consumer facing business/experience. 

These workshops are administered by BQTC staff and serve as mutually beneficial training 

sessions that enhance the business and the region. Any/all third party seminars & 

workshops that are relevant to the destination marketing space will also be highlighted to 

ensure that businesses within the region have access to the opportunities that are 

developed by the Regional Tourism Organizations. All programming that is 

developed/administered at the Federal/Provincial levels will also be introduced to the 

stakeholders/operators.  

PROVIDE MULTIPLE FORUMS FOR TOURISM STAKEHOLDERS TO MEET 

& SHARE INFORMATION 

BQTC will ensure that multiple forums are made available for all regional 

stakeholder/operators.  

The forums that currently exist are the following:  

One-on-One meetings: held bi-annually with said municipality, funding partner 

organizations, and Tourism/Economic Development Committees that represent the 

regional stakeholders/operators. 
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Partner meetings: ensure that Municipalities, Chambers, BIAs, and Tourism committees are 

presented with a quarterly update on past projects and given fair & equal opportunity to 

review and comment on suggested initiatives and upcoming opportunities. The partner 

meeting is a valuable information sharing opportunity for both parties.  

Annual General meeting: provide an opportunity for regional stakeholders/operators to 

meet and share information with our municipal and funding partner organizations. 

Industry meetings: the success of our local food & beverage Industry Day served as the 

launching pad for local food & beverage procurement practices that dovetailed into the 

Quintelicious & Quinte Craft programs. BQTC will continue to promote information sharing 

through these Business-to-Business forums.   

PROVIDE MARKETING AND ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES  
BQTC Marketing Partnership Initiatives have been established to offer a value add to 

businesses and events who want to gain extra exposure in the following BQTC marketing 

initiatives. Businesses within non-partner municipalities will be subjected to a premium 

pricing matrix (+50% base price): 

 Bay of Quinte Tearaway Map 

 Bay of Quinte Regional Guide 

 Bay of Quinte TV 

 Bay of Quinte Digital Channels 

These initiatives are sales/value driven, and under the direction of the Tourism Director, 

the following initiatives/pricing will be introduced in fiscal year 2016-17: 

MARKETING PARTNERSHIP PRICING 
 

Bay of Quinte Tearaway Map 

Partner Pricing (+HST) 

Front icon: $150  Back inset: $500  Event listing: $75  

 

Non-Partner Pricing (+HST and 50% base partner price) 

Front icon: $225  Back inset: $750  Event listing: $112.50 

  

The annual tearaway map will be available once again in 2016, with 100,000 copies 

produced and distributed all across the region and beyond. In order to foster and promote 

tourism activity in our many beautiful downtown cores, we will be increasing the number of 
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downtown inset maps on the back of the map itself by removing advertisements.  To 

ensure we capture a greater selection of the extensive offerings in our downtowns, 

Municipalities/Chambers/BIAs will have the opportunity to purchase the inset downtown 

maps and populate them as desired with attractions and organizations. We will also look to 

work with our funding partner organizations to identify remnant sales inventory that may 

be utilized for the “stay & play” packages.    

 

Bay of Quinte Regional Guide 

Partner Pricing (+HST) 

Full page: $1,600  Inside front & back covers: $1,800            Back cover: $2,200 

Advertorial pricing (size-dependent): $165 - $600 

 

Non-Partner Pricing (+HST and 50% base partner price) 

Full page: $2,400  Inside front & back covers: n/a            Back cover: n/a 

Advertorial pricing (size-dependent): $247.50 - $900 

 

The 3rd edition of the Bay of Quinte Regional Guide will be published in late spring/early 

summer 2016.  The advertising available will be in the form of advertorial to facilitate 

increased advertising opportunities for Bay of Quinte organizations and achieve a more 

consistent look and feel across the publication. BQTC will produce 24,000 regional guides in 

2016-17. 

The distribution model will mirror what was established in fiscal year 2015-16: 

 Across the Bay of Quinte region: the only in-room publication through our 

partnership with QAAP hotels, visitor’s services centres, high-traffic areas, 

businesses, etc. 

 Visitor’s Services Centres 

o From Barrie, down Highway 400 

o GTA 

o 401 Eastern Corridor to Quebec 

 Events 

o Bay of Quinte regional events and sports tournaments 

o GTA events 

 Inserts 

o BQTC will explore the price points for inserting the 2016-17 guide into high-

yield urban based publications (i.e. the Toronto Star) 
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Bay of Quinte TV 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Partner Pricing (+HST) 

Video @ 15sec: $400/mo 

Video @ 30sec: $600/mo 

Rotating ad @ 10sec: $200/mo 

Rotating ad @ 60 sec: $1,500/mo 

 

 

Non-Partner Pricing (+HST and 50% base partner price) 

Video @ 15sec: $600/mo 

Video @ 30sec: $900/mo 

Rotating ad @ 10sec: $300/mo 

Rotating ad @ 60 sec: $2,250/mo   

       

BQTC performed a valuation of Bay of Quinte Television for all of our paying partners in 

order to determine ROI. Using industry leader Pattison Outdoor Advertising. We sourced 

the pricing of digital screens in our region and adjusted according to estimated 

impressions to determine the following monthly value: $2,015, per 15 sec video. Bay of 

Quinte TV is currently featured across 7 screens in select high-traffic locations across the 

Region, including hotels, visitor’s centres and the Quinte Sport and Wellness Centre, with 
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further expansion planned for 2016. Developed and designed to be more affordable than 

packaged TV ad services offered by other digital advertising organizations, Bay of Quinte TV 

will feature rich media/video content from the Bay of Quinte Tourism video library and 

include advertisements showcasing some of our greatest attractions.  

 

Bay of Quinte Digital Channels 

Partner Pricing (+HST) 

Multi-channel content takeover 

Per Activation: $500 

 

Non-Partner Pricing (+HST and 50% base partner price) 

Per Activation: $750   

       

BQTC is a leader in digital/social marketing. The social assets that have been developed by 

the organization are second in following only to Ottawa in South Eastern Ontario when it 

comes to tourism and destination marketing. A financial valuation of the Bay of Quinte 

digital channels has been done to determine ROI. Using industry insights and best-

practices, BQTC has defined the pricing of its digital channels and campaigns for 

businesses within the region. We can tailor campaigns and activations according to 

estimated impressions to determine advertising value. The advertising will be content 

driven to maintain the integrity of the brand and ensure that the messaging is a reflection 

of the narrative that we developed for our consumer facing touch points and ad units.  

 

MARKETING PARTNERSHIP SALES FORECAST 
 

Projected Ad Revenue for Fiscal Year 2016-17 

Map:  $22,000 

Guide:  $40,000 

BOQ TV: $50,000 

BOQ Digital: $5,000 

Total:  $117,000 
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COMMUNICATE OPPORTUNITIES 

BQTC will liaise between the two RTOs located in our catchment area and inform BQTC 

funding partners/stakeholders/operators about opportunities within the Great Waterway 

and Ontario’s Highlands Tourism Organization with regards to marketing initiatives, 

programs, activities, resources, and funding. BQTC will also work closely with the 

RTOs/BOQ Board designate and continue to invite the designate to BQTC Board of 

Directors meetings for de-briefing on RTO activities/programs. BQTC staff will attend RTO 

meetings when available and continue to ensure that a direct and immediate line of 

communication is established and maintained between BQTC and the RTOs. BQTC will also 

position itself as a communications turn-style for Provincial and Federal initiatives that 

offer opportunity or create impact within the Bay of Quinte region.   

INCREASE PARTICIPATION AND COLLABORATION THROUGH PUBLIC-

PRIVATE-PARTNERSHIPS. 

BQTC will continue to leverage its partnership with funding partner organizations that form 

the Public-Private-Partnership. Continued outreach and awareness about the mandate and 

benefits of these organizations will ensure increased participation and growth of the 

regional framework. BQTC will meet with private sector businesses that are aligned with 

the funding partner organizations: Restaurants – Quinte Restaurant Association, Hotels – 

Quinte Accommodations and Attractions Association. Communications will be run through 

BQTC as we develop products (QRA: Quintelicious & Quinte Craft, and QAAA: Wine, Beach, 

Fishing, Golf stay & play packages) in concert with the funding partner organizations. BQTC 

will work with partner municipalities to identify the tourism operators/stakeholders that 

the organization is connected to through its day-to-day operations. Outside of cataloguing 

the identified regional stakeholders/operators within our 6 brand pillars, the by-product of 

this continued outreach will be increased participation within the funding partner 

organizations and/or the products that are developed under their stewardship. BQTC will 

also work with partner municipalities to ensure that potential new business start-ups are 

aware of the pre-existing partnerships and the benefits of operating within the regional 

framework.  

STRATEGIC INPUT FROM OPERATORS 

Throughout the year BQTC staff will interface with funding partners, organizations and 

committees to facilitate input and feedback on the strategic direction of the organization 

and the marketing channels/tactics that will be implemented throughout the fiscal year. 

The structure and delivery of these initiatives take shape through the ongoing quarterly 

stakeholder/operator meetings. These meetings ensure that Municipalities, Chambers, 
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BIAs, and tourism committees are presented with a quarterly update on past projects and 

given fair and equal opportunity to review and comment on suggested initiatives and 

upcoming opportunities and information sharing. BQTC will also continue to hold one-on-

one meetings with partner municipalities, funding partner organizations, and 

Tourism/Economic Development Committees that aim to shape the organization’s strategic 

direction and ensure that expectations are being managed.  
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BUDGET 2016-17 – REVENUE 
 

 

 

 

REVENUE 2015-16 Budget 2016-17 Budget Notes

Reserve -$                             -$                             

Partnership Fees

PECCTAC 1,000.00$                    -$                             

Belleville & District Chamber of Commerce 1,000.00$                    1,000.00$                    

City of Belleville 64,290.20$                  64,290.20$                  1.30 per cap

City of Quinte West 56,011.00$                  56,011.00$                  1.30 per cap

Quinte West Chamber of Commerce 1,000.00$                    1,000.00$                    

Brighton & District Chamber of Commerce 1,000.00$                    -$                             

Hastings County 20,000.00$                  36,000.00$                  1.30 per cap South HC

Municipality of PEC 12,629.00$                  -$                             

Tyendinaga Mohawk Territory 2,500.00$                    2,500.00$                    

QAAP Partnership Fee 1,000.00$                    1,000.00$                    

QRA Partnership Fee 1,000.00$                    -$                             

BQLC Partnership Fee 1,000.00$                    1,000.00$                    

QEDC Partnership Fee 1,000.00$                    -$                             

QDAR -$                             -$                             

Loyalist College -$                             -$                             

Total Partnership Fees 163,430.20$                162,801.20$                

Marketing/Advertising Revenue

Map 20,000.00$                  22,000.00$                  

Regional Guide 35,000.00$                  40,000.00$                  

BOQ TV 50,000.00$                  50,000.00$                  

Miscellaneous Revenue 7,000.00$                    20,000.00$                  

BQLC Marketing Share Funding 70,000.00$                  -$                             

QRA Marketing Share Funding 4,000.00$                    7,500.00$                    

QAAP Marketing Share Funding 135,000.00$                100,000.00$                

QHBA Marketing Share Funding -$                             -$                             

Total Marketing Revenue 321,000.00$                239,500.00$                

Staff/Admin Funding 

Service Canada Student Funding 4,200.00$                    13,000.00$                  2 X $11 per hr/16 weeks

BQLC Shared Staff/Admin Funding 27,000.00$                  -$                             

QAAP Staff Funding/Sport Travel Trade PT -$                             10,000.00$                  PT Contract

Total Funding 31,200.00$                  23,000.00$                  

TOTAL REVENUE $515,630.20 $425,301.20
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BUDGET 2016-17 – EXPENSES 

 

 

 

 

EXPENSES 2015-16 Budget 2016-17 Budget

Partnership Expenses

Area Profile Yearly Fee 2,400.00$                    2,400.00$                    401 Signage

Membership Fees 3,500.00$                    2,500.00$                    TIAO/OCTA/CSTA

Total Partnership Expenses 5,900.00$                    4,900.00$                    

Marketing Expenses

Marketing Plan Budget 251,800.00$                143,000.00$                

Sports & Events Budget 5,000.00$                    -$                             Pivot to PT Contract

Total Marketing Expenses 256,800.00$                143,000.00$                

Board & Task Group Expenses

AGM 2,500.00$                    1,500.00$                    

Board Meeting Expenses 2,000.00$                    2,000.00$                    

Committees & Working Groups 5,000.00$                    2,000.00$                    

Total Working Group Expenses 9,500.00$                    5,500.00$                    

Staff and Administration Expenses

Summer Students & Travel Expenses 2,750.00$                    17,000.00$                  2 X $11 per hr/16 weeks

Staff 173,000.00$                198,300.00$                Onboarding PT Contract

Staff Travel & Expenses 15,000.00$                  12,000.00$                  

Staff Conference Expenses 6,000.00$                    3,000.00$                    Reg - Travel - Accom

Staff Conference Registration 4,000.00$                    3,000.00$                    

Contingency/Reserve 2,500.00$                    2,500.00$                    

Insurance + Legal 2,500.00$                    2,000.00$                    BOD insurance

Interest & Bank Charges 500.00$                       650.00$                       

Bookkeeping & Accounting 12,000.00$                  13,000.00$                  Incl. Financial Statement

Office Expenses 19,700.00$                  18,200.00$                  

Web/HST/Misc. -$                             -$                             

Total Administration Expenses 237,950.00$                269,650.00$                

TOTAL EXPENSES $510,150.00 $423,050.00

NET INCOME $5,480.20 $2,251.20
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THE 2016-17 REGIONAL BUDGET 

 

REVENUE 2015-16 Budget 2016-17 Budget Notes Living 2016-17 Notes Regional 2016-17

Reserve -$                             -$                             5,000.00$                    5,000.00$               

Partnership Fees

PECCTAC 1,000.00$                    -$                             -$                             -$                        

Belleville & District Chamber of Commerce 1,000.00$                    1,000.00$                    -$                             1,000.00$               

City of Belleville 64,290.20$                  64,290.20$                  1.30 per cap 24,700.00$                  .50 per cap 88,990.20$             

City of Quinte West 56,011.00$                  56,011.00$                  1.30 per cap -$                             56,011.00$             

Quinte West Chamber of Commerce 1,000.00$                    1,000.00$                    -$                             1,000.00$               

Brighton & District Chamber of Commerce 1,000.00$                    -$                             -$                             -$                        

Hastings County 20,000.00$                  36,000.00$                  1.30 per cap South HC -$                             36,000.00$             

Municipality of PEC 12,629.00$                  -$                             12,629.00$                  .50 per cap 12,629.00$             

Tyendinaga Mohawk Territory 2,500.00$                    2,500.00$                    -$                             2,500.00$               

QAAP Partnership Fee 1,000.00$                    1,000.00$                    -$                             1,000.00$               

QRA Partnership Fee 1,000.00$                    -$                             -$                             -$                        

BQLC Partnership Fee 1,000.00$                    1,000.00$                    -$                             1,000.00$               

QEDC Partnership Fee 1,000.00$                    -$                             -$                             -$                        

QDAR -$                             -$                             10,000.00$                  10,000.00$             

Loyalist College -$                             -$                             2,500.00$                    2,500.00$               

Total Partnership Fees 163,430.20$                162,801.20$                54,829.00$                  217,630.20$           

Marketing/Advertising Revenue

Map 20,000.00$                  22,000.00$                  -$                             22,000.00$             

Regional Guide 35,000.00$                  40,000.00$                  -$                             40,000.00$             

BOQ TV 50,000.00$                  50,000.00$                  -$                             50,000.00$             

Miscellaneous Revenue 7,000.00$                    20,000.00$                  60,000.00$                  80,000.00$             

BQLC Marketing Share Funding 70,000.00$                  -$                             -$                             -$                        

QRA Marketing Share Funding 4,000.00$                    7,500.00$                    -$                             7,500.00$               

QAAP Marketing Share Funding 135,000.00$                100,000.00$                -$                             100,000.00$           

QHBA Marketing Share Funding -$                             -$                             100,000.00$                100,000.00$           

Total Marketing Revenue 321,000.00$                239,500.00$                160,000.00$                399,500.00$           

Staff/Admin Funding 

Service Canada Student Funding 4,200.00$                    13,000.00$                  2 X $11 per hr/16 weeks -$                             13,000.00$             

BQLC Shared Staff/Admin Funding 27,000.00$                  -$                             -$                             -$                        

QAAP Staff Funding/Sport Travel Trade PT -$                             10,000.00$                  PT Contract -$                             10,000.00$             

Total Funding 31,200.00$                  23,000.00$                  -$                             23,000.00$             

TOTAL REVENUE $515,630.20 $425,301.20 214,829.00$                $640,130.20

EXPENSES 2015-16 Budget 2016-17 Budget Living 2016-17 Regional 2016-17

Partnership Expenses

Area Profile Yearly Fee 2,400.00$                    2,400.00$                    401 Signage -$                             2,400.00$               

Membership Fees 3,500.00$                    2,500.00$                    TIAO/OCTA/CSTA -$                             2,500.00$               

Total Partnership Expenses 5,900.00$                    4,900.00$                    -$                             4,900.00$               

Marketing Expenses

Marketing Plan Budget 251,800.00$                143,000.00$                165,000.00$                308,000.00$           

Sports & Events Budget 5,000.00$                    -$                             Pivot to PT Contract -$                             -$                        

Total Marketing Expenses 256,800.00$                143,000.00$                165,000.00$                308,000.00$           

Board & Task Group Expenses

AGM 2,500.00$                    1,500.00$                    -$                             1,500.00$               

Board Meeting Expenses 2,000.00$                    2,000.00$                    1,500.00$                    3,500.00$               

Committees & Working Groups 5,000.00$                    2,000.00$                    2,000.00$                    4,000.00$               

Total Working Group Expenses 9,500.00$                    5,500.00$                    3,500.00$                    9,000.00$               

Staff and Administration Expenses

Summer Students & Travel Expenses 2,750.00$                    17,000.00$                  2 X $11 per hr/16 weeks -$                             17,000.00$             

Staff 173,000.00$                198,300.00$                Onboarding PT Contract 31,000.00$                  229,300.00$           

Staff Travel & Expenses 15,000.00$                  12,000.00$                  5,000.00$                    17,000.00$             

Staff Conference Expenses 6,000.00$                    3,000.00$                    Reg - Travel - Accom -$                             3,000.00$               

Staff Conference Registration 4,000.00$                    3,000.00$                    -$                             3,000.00$               

Contingency/Reserve 2,500.00$                    2,500.00$                    2,500.00$                    5,000.00$               

Insurance + Legal 2,500.00$                    2,000.00$                    BOD insurance 1,000.00$                    3,000.00$               

Interest & Bank Charges 500.00$                       650.00$                       500.00$                       1,150.00$               

Bookkeeping & Accounting 12,000.00$                  13,000.00$                  Incl. Financial Statement 1,500.00$                    14,500.00$             

Office Expenses 19,700.00$                  18,200.00$                  4,000.00$                    22,200.00$             

Web/HST/Misc. -$                             -$                             500.00$                       500.00$                  

Total Administration Expenses 237,950.00$                269,650.00$                46,000.00$                  315,650.00$           

TOTAL EXPENSES $510,150.00 $423,050.00 214,500.00$                $637,550.00

NET INCOME $5,480.20 $2,251.20 329.00$                       $2,580.20


